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Transcription from the RAG1 Locus Marks
the Earliest Lymphocyte Progenitors in Bone Marrow
expressed in multipotent, IL-3-dependent, hematopoi-
etic progenitor cell lines (Cross et al., 1994). As another
example, Ig (B29), a component and signal transducer
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multiple thymocyte differentiation stages (Wang et al.,Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation
1998a). Gene targeting and other experimental ap-825 Northeast 13th Street
proaches have been used to construct a hierarchy ofOklahoma City, Oklahoma 73104
events, but our knowledge of target genes regulated by2 Department of Immunology
individual transcription factors remains incomplete.Kumamoto University
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blood cell progenitors may partially result from stochas-2-2-1 Honjo
tic processes. However, several types of environmentalKumamoto, 860-0811
cues are interesting with respect to lymphocyte differen-Japan
tiation. Engagement of Notch family receptors on hema-
topoietic cells by stromal cell ligands is clearly essential
for T lymphocyte formation, while B lymphopoiesis ap-Summary
pears to be suppressed by the same signaling pathway
(Milner and Bigas, 1999; Pui et al., 1999; Radtke et al.,Viable Lin CD27 c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP cells recovered
1999). The Wnt/TCF/Lef1 family of receptors may alsofrom heterozygous RAG1/GFP knockin mice pro-
mediate important cell contact-dependent decisionsgressed through previously defined stages of B, T, and
(Arias et al., 1999). Such mechanisms could account forNK cell lineage differentiation. In contrast to the GFP
binary fate selections made by lympho-hematopoieticcohort, there was minimal myeloid or erythroid poten-
cells, but we need more precise information about whential in cells with an active RAG1 locus. Partial overlap
they occur.with TdT cells suggested that distinctive early lym-
While lymphocyte progenitors are selectively de-phocyte characteristics are not synchronously ac-
pressed in pregnant or estrogen-treated animals (Me-quired. Rearrangement of Ig genes initiates before typ-
dina and Kincade, 1994; Medina et al., 2000), they areical lymphoid lineage patterns of gene expression are
abnormally elevated in castrated male, ovariectomizedestablished, and activation of the RAG1 locus tran-
female, hypogonadal and androgen receptor-deficientsiently occurs in a large fraction of cells destined to
animals (Smithson et al., 1994, 1998; Wilson et al., 1995).become NK cells. These early lymphocyte progenitors
Such observations indicate that steroid hormones sub-(ELP) are distinct from stem cells, previously de-
stantially influence numbers of lymphocytes that arescribed prolymphocytes, or progenitors correspond-
produced under normal steady-state circumstances. At-ing to other blood cell lineages.
tempts to identify the hormone-sensitive cells within
bone marrow yielded valuable information about char-Introduction
acteristics of and relationships between lymphocyte
progenitors. For example, we learned that functionalThe marrow produces nine major categories of blood
B cell progenitors are enriched among populations ofcells, and the numbers of each type are under exquisite
lineage marker negative (Lin) cells that express terminalcontrol. This is remarkable since all are drawn from a
deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) (Medina et al., 2001).
common pool of multipotential stem cells, and individual
Most of these TdT cells can be found within the Lin
cell types have vastly different life spans. Moreover,
c-kitLo fraction of marrow that includes progenitors of T,
many of the cytokines that are known to influence this NK, and dendritic cells as well as those for B lympho-
process in a positive or negative way are not lineage cytes (Izon et al., 2001; Kondo et al., 1997; Kouro et al.,
specific (Billia et al., 2001; Nicola, 1989). Progress has 2001). Single-cell analyses indicated that at least some
been remarkable in identifying transcription factors that of these are T/B bipotential progenitors that have lost
selectively control expression of genes required by dif- virtually all potential for production of nonlymphoid lin-
ferent blood cell types, but our knowledge is incomplete eage cells (Kondo et al., 1997; Kouro et al., 2001). There
concerning when they are first expressed. Changing the is no standardized nomenclature for lymphocyte pro-
status of chromatin and initiating expression of tran- genitors, but those in the Lin c-kitLo fraction have been
scription factors could provide an efficient means of referred to as early pro-B cells or common lymphoid
governing blood cell production. However, there is evi- progenitors (CLP).
dence that the initial activation of transcription factor Several observations suggest that lymphoid and my-
and lineage-restricted genes does not signal firm com- eloid lineages diverge at a still earlier stage. Stem cells
mitment to particular types of differentiation (Hu et al., and their immediate progeny can be found within a very
1997; Orkin, 1995; Rothenberg, 2000). For example, the small Lin c-kitHi fraction of bone marrow. We found that
erythroid, mast, and megakaryocyte lineage transcrip- it also contains small numbers of TdT cells and is the
tion factors SCL (TAL-1), GATA-1, and GATA-2 are all earliest stage for expression of a human immunoglobulin
 transgene (Medina et al., 2001). Cells with these two
characteristics, like long-term repopulating stem cells,3 Correspondence: kincade@omrf.ouhsc.edu
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were Sca-1Hi, but unlike stem cells, TdT cells display early lymphocyte progenitors but not in complete syn-
chrony with TdT expression.the CD27 antigen. The c-kit receptor for stem cell factor
is downregulated when the Lin c-kitHi fraction is cul- Marrow fractions were then sorted and analyzed by
RT-PCR to see how GFP expression related to tran-tured and, if given sufficient time, T and B lineage cells
emerge (Payne et al., 1999). As another important dis- scripts from RAG loci (Figure 1C). Expression of the
nonmarked RAG1 allele, as well as the RAG2 locus, wastinction from stem cells and myelo-erythroid progeni-
tors, lymphocyte progenitors in the Lin c-kitHi fraction completely concordant with GFP fluorescence in these
heterozygous mice. We conclude that GFP expressionare depleted in estrogen-treated mice (Medina et al.,
2001). All of these findings indicate that the Lin c-kitHi authentically and selectively marks cells with early lym-
phocyte precursor characteristics that also have endog-Sca-1Hi CD27 subset contains the earliest distinct lym-
phocyte progenitors in murine bone marrow. We now enous RAG transcripts.
show that RAG1/GFP knockin mice can be used to iden-
tify and isolate viable lymphocyte progenitors at this Lin CD27 c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP Cells Have Minimal
very early stage. Initial characterization suggests that Potential for Myelo-Erythroid Differentiation
the first step in Ig gene recombination and loss of non- In addition to stem cells, the Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi fraction
lymphoid differentiation potential occurs very soon after contains multilineage progenitors that can give rise to
RAG1 locus activation. It is now possible to determine various lymphoid and myeloid cell types (Miller and
how signals from the bone marrow microenvironment Eaves, 1997; Morrison and Weissman, 1994). Acquisition
influence the formation and subsequent fate of these of CD27 and/or Flk-2/Flt3 corresponds to loss of stem
early lymphocyte progenitors (ELP). cell activity, and our previous hormone studies sug-
gested that further loss of options by lymphoid progeni-
tors might begin at the Lin Flk-2/Flt3 CD27 c-kitHiResults
Sca-1Hi stage (Adolfsson et al., 2001; Christensen and
Weissman, 2001; Okada et al., 1992; Spangrude et al.,Detection of Single Allele Expression from the RAG1
1995; Spangrude and Scollay, 1990; Wiesmann et al.,Locus in Early Hematopoietic Cells
2000; Zeigler et al., 1994). We have now addressed thisLong-term repopulating stem cells are known to be pres-
issue directly by testing the differentiation potential ofent in a very small Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi IL-7R subset of
early marrow fractions sorted on the basis of GFP ex-cells in adult bone marrow (Okada et al., 1992; Span-
pression. Less than 10% of the granulocyte, macro-grude et al., 1995; Spangrude and Scollay, 1990; Wies-
phage, or erythroid colony activity in the major Linmann et al., 2000; Zeigler et al., 1994). Additionally, that
c-kitHi fractions was in the GFP subset (Figure 2, Exp.fraction contains an even rarer population of Flk2/Flt3,
1). Sca-1 was then used as an additional sort parameterTdT, and/or human  chain transgene positive cells
to further enrich GFP cells that were tested in clonalthat are preferentially sensitive to estrogen (Medina et
assays (Figure 2, Exp. 2). Again, GFP cells had lessal., 2001). Unfortunately, the fixation required to reveal
than 10% of the myelo-erthroid potential of the GFPintracellular proteins precluded direct functional stud-
cohorts isolated in any given fraction. Very similar resultsies. We now show that cells with similar properties can
were obtained in a third experiment, where CD27 wasbe identified and sorted to high purity from knockin mice
used as an additional marker for enrichment of GFPwith one GFP marked RAG1 allele (Igarashi et al., 2001b;
cells (data not shown). We conclude that activation ofKuwata et al., 1999). Approximately 3%–5% of the Lin
the RAG1 locus corresponds to loss of nonlymphoidc-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 subset was GFP, suggesting that
lineage differentiation options by maturing blood cellthe RAG1 locus first becomes active at that stage (Figure
progenitors.1A, left and middle panels). Expression increased in
the Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo CD27 subset that is known to
include early pro-B/CLP (Kondo et al., 1997; Kouro et Lin CD27 c-kitHi Sca-1Hi Cells with One Active RAG1
Allele Can Give Rise to B and NK Lineage Cellsal., 2001). In contrast, no GFP expression was found
in the stem cell containing Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 in Culture
The lymphoid potential of sorted cells was then as-fraction or in the Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Lo/ CD27 subset that
is enriched with respect to myelo-erythroid progenitors sessed with stromal cell- and serum-free liquid cultures
containing only recombinant cytokines. Two culture in-(Akashi et al., 2000; Wiesmann et al., 2000). The degree
of overlap between TdT expression and RAG1 locus tervals were used to obtain information concerning the
kinetics of lymphocyte formation. Consistent with previ-activation was assessed with fixed cells (Figure 1A, far
right panels). Although this treatment decreased the in- ous studies (Kouro et al., 2001; Payne et al., 1999), Lin
c-kitHi Sca-1Hi cells require time to differentiate and onlytensity of GFP fluorescence, it was possible to see that
34% of the Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP cells had detectable yielded lymphocytes in 2 week cultures (Figure 3A, low-
er panels). Under those conditions, the GFP cohortamounts of TdT. Two additional categories, expressing
GFP alone or TdT alone were also seen. There was more yielded nearly all of the CD19 B lineage and DX5 NK
lineage cells. In striking contrast, cells with myeloid lightconcordant expression of these two early lymphocyte
characteristics in the Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo subset. The scatter properties (data not shown) and high expression
of CD11b/Mac-1 were efficiently generated only frompercentage of early progenitors that expressed GFP was
approximately the same in homozygous RAG1/GFP GFP progenitors at any culture interval (Figure 3A).
The Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo fraction of marrow containsmice, and 44% of the marked cells in these animals
were also TdT (Figure 1B). These results suggest that early pro-B/CLP that can quickly and efficiently generate
lymphocytes in culture (Kondo et al., 1997; Kouro et al.,the RAG1 locus is transcriptionally active in putative
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Figure 1. RAG1/GFP Is Expressed in c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 Progenitor Cells
(A) Lin bone marrow cells were stained with APC-anti-c-kit, PE-anti-Sca-1, and biotin-anti-CD27 or rabbit anti-TdT polyclonal antibody.
Biotin-goat anti-rabbit antibody was used as a second antibody for TdT staining. The c-kitHi Sca-1Hi, c-kitLo Sca-1Lo, and c-kitHi Sca-1Lo
populations, gated with open boxes, were further resolved according to CD27 versus GFP or TdT versus GFP.
(B) TdT staining was also performed on Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi cells from RAG1/GFP homozygous mice. Anti--gal rabbit polyclonal antibody was
used as a control for the specificity of anti-TdT staining.
(C) Sorting from heterozygous RAG1/GFP knockin mice produced four fractions of Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP, Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27
GFP, Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo CD27 GFP, and Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo CD27 GFP cells. RAG gene expression was then examined by RT-PCR.
Amplification was conducted with different cycle numbers to estimate relative expression levels.
Immunity
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Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo fraction, whereas 2 week cultures
revealed the NK lineage potential of many GFP cells.
Precursor-product relationships between marrow
cells were then investigated by analysis of GFP expres-
sion in cells recovered from 2 week cultures. As de-
scribed in Figure 3A, cultures initiated with Lin c-kitHi
Sca-1Hi GFP progenitors gave rise to both B and NK
lineage cells. While 80% of the CD19-expressing cells
still contained GFP, all of the DX5 NK cells had silenced
the RAG1 locus by that time (Figure 3C). As might have
been predicted, acquisition of myeloid characteristics
by Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP progenitors occurred with-
out subsequent RAG1/GFP expression. There was po-
tential for RAG1 locus activation in that fraction, but the
GFP progeny were negative with respect to CD11b/
Mac-1. Collectively, these findings indicate that Lin
c-kitHi Sca-1Hi cells with at least one active RAG1 allele
are early progenitors for B and NK lineage lymphocytes
and they require more time for differentiation than their
c-kitLo progeny. Considering the incidence of GFP cells
in the starting Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi fraction, we estimate
that many, and perhaps most, NK cells come from early
progenitors that transiently open the RAG1 locus. This
is already downregulated in most rapidly differentiating
c-kitLo NK precursors, and all cells expressing the DX5
NK lineage marker have no residual GFP protein.
Lin CD27 c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP Cells Are T
Lymphocyte Lineage Progenitors
To assess more thoroughly the differentiation potential
of early lymphocyte progenitors, subsets of Lin CD27
c-kitHi/Lo Sca-1Hi/Lo GFP/ cells from CD45.1/CD45.2 hy-
brid F1 RAG1/GFP knockin mice were transplanted to
lightly irradiated RAG1/ mice (CD45.2). This experi-
mental design permitted the fate of all donor cells to be
determined, while simultaneously determining whether
the RAG1 locus was active. Relatively small numbers
(1000) of GFP cells efficiently engrafted the thymus,
progressing through CD4 CD8 (DP) and single-posi-
tive stages (Figure 4A). The kinetics and nature of dif-
Figure 2. RAG1/GFP-Expressing Cells Have Very Little Myeloid Lin- ferentiation from c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP cells and c-kitLo
eage Differentiation Potential Sca-1Lo GFP cells would be consistent with a precur-
The bone marrow subsets described in Figure 1 were sorted, and sor-product relationship between these two categories
200 cells were cultured in Iscove’s MDM-based methylcellulose for of lymphocyte progenitors. That is, an early and tran-
8 days. Colonies were then classified as BFU-E, CFU-GM, and CFU-
sient production of CD4 CD8 (DN) cells was only ob-GEMM. Two independent experiments are shown with slightly differ-
tained by transplanting c-kitHi Sca-1Hi progenitors. Inent categories of cells.
contrast, vigorous and rapid generation of the more ma-
ture DP thymocytes was obtained with c-kitLo Sca-1Lo
GFP progenitors, and they more quickly gave rise to
CD4 and CD8 single-positive thymocytes.2001). Only the GFP subset of this fraction with an
active RAG1 allele gave rise to CD19 cells in culture Examination of CD11b/Mac-1 cells in peripheral
blood 3 weeks after transplantation indicated that GFP(Figure 3B). The situation was more complex for NK cell
precursors. At the early culture interval, nearly all of the cells were 10-fold more effective as myeloid progenitors
than cells with an active RAG1 locus (Figure 4B). Trans-DX5-bearing cells came from the GFP subset of the
Figure 3. Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP Give Rise to B and NK Lineage Cells in Culture, but More Time Is Required Than with Lin c-kitLo
Sca-1Lo CD27 GFP Progenitors
The fractions of cells described in Figure 1 were sorted, and 5000 cells were cultured for up to 14 days in stromal cell- and FCS-free culture
medium with growth factors. Seven and fourteen days after culture, cells were harvested and stained with mAbs to CD19, DX5, and CD11b/
Mac-1. Cultures were initiated with (A) Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP or – cells or (B) Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo CD27 GFP or – cells. The same 14





Figure 4. Transferred Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP Cells Reconstitute Three Major Lymphoid Cell Lineages In Vivo
One thousand fractionated cells from F1 hybrid RAG1/GFP heterozygous mice (CD45.1/45.2) were intravenously transferred to irradiated RAG1-
deficient (CD45.2) mice. The animals were sacrificed at the indicated times, and flow cytometry was used to assess the generation of donor
type cells in thymus (A), peripheral blood (B), and spleen (C). Shaded histograms in (C) provide data from normal, wild-type mice for comparison
with the GFP expression of donor type cells within the gated boxes (open histograms).
planted cells also gave rise to mature B, T, and NK cells of progenitors did not have an active RAG1 locus at that
stage. In the case of c-kitLo Sca-1Lo cells, all of the Tin spleen (Figure 4C). Newly formed, donor type B and
T cells still expressed substantial amounts of GFP, but and B differentiation potential was confined to GFP
progenitors. Consistent with the culture experimentsthe marker was lost by 6 weeks after transplantation
(Figure 4C). This again indicates that the GFP cells described above, a majority of NK cells generated on
transplantation derived from cells with an active RAG1were lymphoid progenitors rather than self-renewing
stem cells. It is important to note that persistence of locus. Taken together, these findings suggest that c-kitHi
Sca-1Hi GFPcells are functional progenitors that prefer-GFP protein in peripheral lymphocytes need not corre-
late with continued RAG1 expression (see Discussion). entially generate the three major classes of lympho-
cytes. They most likely give rise to the c-kitLo Sca-1LoConsistent with the results of cultures discussed above,
NK lineage cells that derived from marked progenitors GFP fraction that contains efficient lymphocyte pro-
genitors.were GFP when recovered from transplanted animals.
Supplemental Table S1 (at http://www.immunity.com/
cgi/content/full/17/2/117/DC1) provides absolute num- A Hierarchy of Differentiation Events Is Suggested
by Flow Cytometry and Gene Expression Analysesbers of lymphocytes recovered from the transplanted
mice and, as expected, GFP cells with an active RAG1 The above studies demonstrated that early lymphocyte
lineage-restricted progenitors could be identified on thelocus were more effective lymphocyte progenitors than
their GFP cohorts. However, lymphocytes of all three basis of RAG1 locus activation. Our next goal was to
determine how that event corresponds to expression oftypes were generated in smaller numbers from c-kitHi
Sca-1Hi GFPcells, suggesting that a substantial number other genes known to be critical for lymphocyte forma-
Earliest Lymphocyte Progenitors
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Figure 5. Surface Marker Characteristics of
Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP Cells in Het-
erozygous RAG1/GFP Mice
Purified Lin bone marrow cells from hetero-
zygous RAG1/GFP knockin mice were la-
beled with the indicated markers and re-
solved by flow cytometry. The brightest
fluorescent GFP cells are shown as black
dots, with the entire population of Lin cells
shown as yellow dots. Expression of GFP in
relation to IL-7R is also shown in the bottom
right panel on gated c-kitLo cells in the sorted
Lin fraction. Percentages of cells within
each of the four quadrants are included.
tion. Marrow suspensions were rigorously depleted of not expressed by Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP pro-
genitors (Figure 6). The finding of GATA1 transcriptslineage marker-bearing cells and studied by flow cytom-
etry (Figure 5). In the resulting dot plots, bright GFP only in the GFP subset indicates that the RAG1/GFP
label afforded a considerable degree of enrichment forcells are shown as black dots along with the entire popu-
lation of Lin cells shaded yellow. It is clear from this lymphocyte progenitors. In accord with our previous
flow cytometry results and Figure 5 (Medina et al., 2001),depiction that c-kitLo Sca-1Lo/ GFP cells far outnumber
the extremely rare c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP progenitors, con- IL-7R transcripts were not detected before the c-kitLo
stage. As expected, the E47 product of the E2A genesistent with an expanding differentiation sequence. Al-
most no GFP cells were present in the c-kitHi Sca-1Lo/ was expressed in all cell populations. In contrast, EBF
transcripts were just at the limit of detection in Linc-kitHifraction that is known to contain most of the committed
myeloid progenitors (Akashi et al., 2000). Furthermore,
the RAG1 locus was not active in the stem cell-con-
taining c-kitHi Flk-2 fraction (Adolfsson et al., 2001;
Christensen and Weissman, 2001). Also noteworthy,
CD4 was present on many of the earliest GFP marked
progenitors, and CD4 transcripts were detectable in the
same cells by RT-PCR (Figure 5 and data not shown).
However, CD4 expression was not restricted to GFP
subsets. Almost all of the cells with one active RAG1
allele were CD34. Surprisingly, a very small subset of
the GFP cells coexpressed Thy-1.2. An identical analy-
sis performed with the Lin fraction of homozygous
RAG1/GFP mice gave very similar results (data not
shown).
Expression of the  chain of the IL-7 receptor is often
used to enrich for functional lymphoid progenitors and is
the most defining characteristic of CLP in adult marrow
(Kondo et al., 1997; Izon et al., 2001). Therefore, this
was examined with respect to Rag1 locus activation in
two types of dot plots (Figure 5). When the brightest
GFP cells are considered against a background of yel-
low shaded Lin cells, it is clear that nearly all were IL-
7R and c-kitLo. The Lin c-kitLo cells were then gated
and investigated in two-parameter analysis with respect
to the other two markers (Figure 5, black dot plot). This
revealed that a large fraction of the total population of
Figure 6. Differential Expression of Lympho-Hematopoietic GenesLin c-kitLo GFP cells would be overlooked if sorting
by Cells with an Active RAG1 Locus
were done solely on the basis of this cytokine receptor.
RT-PCR was used to evaluate gene expression in sorted bone mar-The most interesting subsets of marrow cells were
row subsets. The relative abundance of each transcript was as-
then sorted to high purity and RNA extracted. RT-PCR sessed after 30, 35, and 40 cycles of amplification. The cDNA pre-
analysis revealed that, with the exception of GATA3, pared from total Lin bone marrow cells was used as a positive
control for each amplification with 45 cycles.transcription factors required for T lymphopoiesis were
Immunity
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Figure 7. DH-JH Rearrangement Initiates in Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP Cells
DNA samples (1000 genomes) from each cell fraction were evaluated for DH-JH rearrangement and germline loci by PCR. Specific products
with the expected sizes are labeled with respect to rearrangement to J1, J2, or J3. DH-JH rearrangements were detected with a primer that
recognizes nine of ten known D minigenes and a J3 primer. Genomic DNA was serially diluted five times, and 35 cycles of amplification were
conducted. -actin was used as a control for genome representation, and CD45R Mac-1Hi cells were included as a specificity control. For
reference and as positive controls, immature CD45RLo Mac-1 and more mature CD45RHi Mac-1 lymphoid cells were also analyzed. The
nonspecific bands marked with asterisks disappeared when hybridized with a JH3,4 probe that recognizes DH-JH fragments and showed no
homology to known genes by sequencing, while the other three bands were J segment-containing products.
Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP cells and were more abundant in validated by DNA sequencing and were not obtained
with the GFP cohort in these two fractions or CD11b/Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo CD27 GFP cells. The Id-1 tran-
scriptional repressor for the helix-loop-helix protein Mac-1 myeloid cells isolated at the same time. There-
fore, immunoglobulin gene rearrangement initiates in atfamily was still expressed in at least some of the c-kitHi
Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP cells but was subsequently down- least some cells within the early Lin CD27 c-kitHi
Sca-1Hi subset coincident with, or soon after, activationregulated. The likely progeny of these early progenitors
had characteristics previously described for early pro-B/ of the RAG1 locus.
CLP (Mebius et al., 2001). That is, transcripts for Aiolos,
PAX5, and GATA3 were present in Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo Discussion
CD27 GFP cells. Progenitors with an active RAG1
locus are probably more committed to a lymphocyte This study was informative in several respects about
the earliest events in lymphocyte formation. As has beenfate than other cells with similar surface marker charac-
teristics. This is indicated by the fact that GATA3, Pax5, proposed for other blood cell lineages, commitment is
neither abrupt nor highly synchronized. Distinct lympho-EBF, and mb-1/Ig mRNAs were undetectable in the
GFP cohort. While transcripts for most lymphocyte- cyte progenitors are recognizable before they express
receptors for IL-7, but they bear receptors for SCF andrelated genes followed GFP expression, this was not
the case for B29/Ig-, where positive signals were re- FL. Additional study will be needed to determine the
contribution of these growth factors to their formation.corded for all four sorted populations.
A very sensitive PCR method was then used to deter- Expression of the EBF transcription factor and downreg-
ulation of Id-1 are probably key events at this stage,mine if DH-JH recombination occurred in populations of
cells sorted according to GFP fluorescence (Figure 7). setting off RAG locus activation and the first step in
Ig gene rearrangement. By contrast, Aiolos and Pax5As expected, all of three possible Ig rearrangement
products were abundant in the Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo GFP transcription factors are not needed for construction of
this early compartment. We now show that RAG1/GFPfraction that contains early pro-B cells/CLP. Remark-
ably, the same bands were detectable at lower levels mice can be used to isolate the earliest lymphocyte
progenitors yet described and to monitor their progres-in Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi CD27 GFP cells. We estimate
that the sorted c-kitHi fraction contained no more than sion in T, B, and NK cell lineages.
Expression of the inserted GFP cassette faithfully0.1% contaminating c-kitLo cells. However, it generated
PCR products corresponding to 20%, 50%, and 19% marked cells expressing the RAG proteins required for
Ig gene rearrangement. This made it possible to exploreof the D-J1, D-J2, and D-J3 rearrangements detected
with the c-kitLo fraction. These three PCR products were the temporal relationship between GFP fluorescence and
Earliest Lymphocyte Progenitors
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the rearrangement process. Favorable chromatin confor- ture lymphocytes while all lymphoid lineage cells are
deficient in Ikaros-targeted mice (Georgopoulos et al.,mation and other factors could be rate limiting for this
essential step in B cell development. This might explain 1994; Wang et al., 1996, 1998b). Our finding of Aiolos
transcripts at the Lin c-kitLo stage is in accord with onewhy GFP fluorescence of early lymphoid progenitors
was not substantially brighter in homozygous RAG1/ previous report (Mebius et al., 2001). It is interesting
that in contrast to seven other lymphocyte-associatedGFP mice than in heterozygotes (Figure 1). In contrast,
there was an obvious gene dose effect with respect to transcripts, there was no noticeable enrichment in the
GFP subset (Figure 6). Aiolos/Ikaros heterodimers aremore differentiated cells (data not shown). DH-JH re-
arrangement products were clearly present in popula- unlikely to play any role in ELP development because
Aiolos transcripts were undetectable in the c-kitHi sub-tions of Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP cells, even though this
subset had the potential to give rise to T and NK cells sets. These PCR results reinforce our belief that Lin
c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP cells represent the earliest distinct(Figure 7). This step in receptor construction is less
stringent than the subsequent VH-DJH recombination lymphocyte progenitors yet isolated.
Although extraordinarily enriched, the progenitors weevent, and DH-JH rearrangements are common in normal
T cells (Born et al., 1988; Chowdhury and Sen, 2001). sorted are probably not inclusive of all cells with equiva-
lent differentiation potential. Indeed, expression of anyFurthermore, the presence of DH-JH rearrangements in
clones derived from Pax5/ mice did not preclude T of a series of lymphocyte-associated genes need not
be completely coordinated. Although TdT expressionlineage differentiation (Nutt et al., 1999). However, it is
unlikely that all of the cells we isolated were uniform in has long been recognized as a characteristic of early
lymphocyte precursors (Park and Osmond, 1989), TdTthis respect, and there is no reason to suspect that DH-
JH rearrangement is a requirement for T and NK cell cells did not completely overlap with any population of
GFP cells we identified (Figure 1). At the Lin c-kitHidifferentiation.
Previous studies have shown that helix-loop-helix stage, single GFP, GFP TdT, and GFP TdT cells
were found in a ratio of 1:1.3:7. Even at the Lin c-kitLotranscription factors, including products of the widely
expressed E2A gene, are necessary for Ig gene re- stage when both markers were more prominent, only
56% of the GFP cells were TdT. Some of this asyn-arrangement (Bain et al., 1994; Hagman et al., 1993;
Zhuang et al., 1994). Levels of functional E47/E12 are chrony could result from RAG genes being transiently
silenced as progenitors proceed in the cell cycle (Linpresumably controlled by the Id family of transcriptional
repressors, and downregulation of Id-1 appears to be and Desiderio, 1994).
Over 90% of the IL-7R cells in our mice were GFPan essential early event in B lineage differentiation (Sun,
1994). The presence of trace amounts of Id-1 transcripts and most of them had the unique low density of c-kit
typical of the common lymphoid progenitors that werein Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP cells (Figure 6) may be an
indication of heterogeneity in that population. It is quite defined on the basis of this cytokine receptor (Kondo
et al., 1997; Izon et al., 2001). However, it is importantpossible that clonal analysis would reveal that it contains
Id-1 cells with germline Ig genes, as well as DH-JH re- to stress that 40% of the Lin c-kitLo GFP cells did
not have detectable levels of IL-7R, and we previouslyarranged Id-1 cells. Gene targeting studies indicate
that EBF is another transcription factor required for Ig found that many of the c-kitLo TdT cells were not in-
cluded in the IL-7R fraction (Kouro et al., 2001). Thisgene rearrangement (Lin and Grosschedl, 1995). It is
impressive that overexpression of either E2A or EBF again speaks to the heterogeneity of lymphocyte precur-
sors and may indicate that display of amounts of IL-together with RAG1 and RAG2 is sufficient to induce
DH4-JH rearrangement in an embryonic kidney cell line 7R detectable by flow cytometry is not obligatory for
lymphopoiesis.(Romanow et al., 2000). This is in accord with our finding
of EBF transcripts in the Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP subset. Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP cells contained transcripts
for GATA-3, a transcription factor required for T but notIt will be important to determine if EBF and/or E2A are
necessary and sufficient for RAG1 locus activation in B cell differentiation. Similarly, a gene encoding the B29/
Ig- component of the B lymphocyte antigen receptorearly lymphocyte progenitors, a possibility that would
be consistent with our findings. In contrast to EBF and was expressed at that stage. Irrelevant opening of the
B29/Ig- gene was previously found in thymocytesE2A, DH-JH rearrangements can occur without the Pax5
transcription factor (Morrison et al., 1998), and Pax5 (Wang et al., 1998a). A more appropriate, lineage-
restricted pattern of expression was found for the mb-mRNA was not detected among GFP cells until the
Lin c-kitLo Sca-1Lo stage (Figure 6). The usefulness of 1/Ig- component of the B cell antigen receptor complex
(Figure 6).the GFP marker for sorting was illustrated by the fact
that Pax5 transcripts were not detected in GFP cells Single-cell studies involving multipotential, factor-
dependent cell lines suggest that multiple loci becomewithin the same category. Similarly, we were previously
unable to detect DH-JH rearrangement products in the transcriptionally active before the differentiation fate of
early progenitors is established (Hu et al., 1997). A de-Lin c-kitHi fraction, of which GFP cells represent an
extremely small population (Medina et al., 2001). gree of randomness and plasticity may characterize
early stages, only to be progressively more restrictedAiolos shares structural features and can form hetero-
dimers with the Ikaros family of transcription factors. as reinforcing signals are delivered from cytokine recep-
tors. Irrelevant genes that may have been transientlyUnlike Ikaros, which is widely represented and ex-
pressed in the pluripotent c-kit Sca-1 compartment, expressed are then permanently silenced (Rothenberg,
2000). The patterns of gene expression we found inAiolos is restricted to more differentiated lymphoid lin-
eage cells (Georgopoulos et al., 1992; Morgan et al., normal lymphocyte progenitors are consistent with that
general model for lympho-hematopoiesis. Sort parame-1997). Aiolos knockouts have reduced numbers of ma-
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ters used to obtain the data presented here were se- CD4 mediates any responses on lympho-hematopoietic
progenitors.lected such that only the brightest of GFPwere isolated
(see Experimental Procedures). Cells in the Lin c-kitHi A substantial fraction of the NK cells in marrow must
come from progenitors with an active RAG1 locus. ThisSca-1Hi fraction with threshold amounts of GFP were
less lymphoid restricted and generated substantial num- conclusion follows from the experiments described in
Figure 3 and calculations of incidences of various mar-bers of myeloid cells in culture (data not shown). This
suggests that GFP expression initiates at a pivotal stage row subsets. However, two observations indicate that
the RAG1 locus is only transiently open in NK progeni-and increases with lineage commitment. We will show
elsewhere that Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP cells are exqui- tors. GFP progenitors in the Lin c-kitHi fraction were
clearly more efficient NK progenitors than the GFPsitely sensitive to hormones (Igarashi et al., unpublished
data), suggesting this is one environmental cue that cohort. The situation was reversed in the Lin c-kitLo
compartment, where most NK progenitors had an inac-regulates further progression in the lymphoid lineage.
The thymus may be continuously replenished through- tive RAG1 locus. Furthermore, sorted Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi
GFP progenitors gave rise to DX5 NK lineage cellsout life with lympho-hematopoietic progenitors (Foss et
al., 2001). However, three distinct categories of cells in that were uniformly GFP. A developmental relationship
between NK progenitors that are c-kitHi and ones thatbone marrow have T lineage potential, and it is unclear
whether one or all contribute on a steady-state basis. are c-kitLo is strongly suggested by the time required for
sorted GFP progenitors to give rise to lymphocytesHematopoietic stem cells can permanently reconstitute
the thymus of transplanted mice, and prior residence bearing the DX5 pan NK cell marker. These findings
extend observations to be published elsewhere, wherewithin bone marrow may not be required (Spangrude
and Scollay, 1990). However, experiments conducted early NK progenitors are shown to be hormone sensitive
and thus closely related to B and T cell progenitorswith fetal cells suggest that thymus-colonizing cells may
have little or no potential for myeloid differentiation (Ka- (Kouro et al., 2002). We believe that specialization sub-
sequently occurs at the Lin c-kitLo stage, where hor-wamoto et al., 1999). The early progenitors we describe
in this report move through the DP and single-positive mone-resistant, NK-committed precursors with a silent
RAG1 locus arise.stages of thymic differentiation without establishing a
substantial pool of DN cells. Several other features dis- Further study is needed to determine how the early
bone marrow lymphocyte progenitors described heretinguish them from hematopoietic stem cells. These in-
clude expression of Flk-2 and CD27 surface antigens, compare with their counterparts in fetal tissues. Clonal
assays indicate that single cells with the potential toas well as transcripts for GATA-3, EBF, and B29/Ig-. We
have found in preliminary experiments that Lin c-kitHi generate both B and T lymphocytes but not myeloid
cells exist in bone marrow (Kondo et al., 1997; Izon etGFP cells in bone marrow are CD44 CD25 CD4Lo and
thus resemble the early DN1 fraction of the thymus. al. 2001) and almost all of those progenitors are enriched
in our GFP fractions. To date, cells with equivalentFurthermore, small numbers of DN1 thymocytes in these
mice express GFP (data not shown). A third category properties have not been described within fetal liver or
fetal thymuses (Cumano et al., 1992; Kawamoto et al.,of bone marrow cells that can rapidly and transiently
reconstitute the thymus is found within the Lin c-kitLo 1997, 1998; Mebius et al., 2001). This accords with our
recent finding that fetal and adult progenitors differ withfraction (Foss et al., 2001; Kondo et al., 1997; Kouro et
al., 2001). Formal proof of a relationship between any respect to hormone receptor expression (Igarashi et al.,
2001a). Furthermore, CD34 on stem cells and the recep-of the progenitors in marrow and those residents in
the thymus requires additional experimentation. While tor repertoires of B, T, and NK cells all appear to change
in an age-related manner (Hardy et al., 2000; Ikuta etNotch signals appear to dictate the T versus B lineage
fate decision (Milner and Bigas, 1999; Pui et al., 1999; al., 1990; Ito et al., 2000; Kubota et al., 1999). Numerous
other examples from studies of gene-targeted mice indi-Radtke et al., 1999), that critical event could occur while
early progenitors are still in marrow and/or after they cate that blood cells may be made through quite differ-
ent processes during fetal life (Cheng et al., 1996; Kin-migrate to the thymus.
There is considerable precedence for our finding of cade et al. 2002; Nutt et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1996).
Therefore, it will be important to extend the analysesCD4 on early Lin c-kitHi GFP cells. As mentioned
above, cells with thymus-repopulating activity are pres- described here to include embryonic RAG1/GFP mice.
Technical innovations such as magnetic bead separa-ent within a CD4Lo fraction of the thymus. While some
of these CD4 molecules could be passively acquired tion and high speed cell sorting have made it possible
to isolate extremely rare populations (Morrison andfrom more mature T lineage cells in that organ, thymus-
reconstituting CD4Lo cells have also been discovered Weissman, 1994). Sorting on the basis of an expressed
GFP-tagged gene has several obvious advantages.within bone marrow, where T cells are rare (Chervenak et
al., 1993; Michie et al., 1998). Additional studies indicate Lymphocyte progenitors sorted on the basis of antibody
staining can have surprisingly high cloning efficienciesthat CD4 expression is not confined to lymphoid-
restricted progenitors within bone marrow (Allman et in culture, but it is difficult to exclude the possibility that
the labeling reagents deliver some type of signal. Also,al., 1999; Frederickson and Basch, 1989; Morrison and
Weissman, 1994; Wineman et al., 1992). That corre- the need to fix and permeabilize cells for staining intra-
cellular proteins precludes functional studies. RAG locisponds with our finding that CD4 display and transcripts
were found in both GFP and GFP cells. In addition to have been GFP tagged in at least two other model sys-
tems. One of them exploited large BAC transgene con-its importance for helper T cell functions, CD4 has been
described as a receptor for the chemoattractive cyto- structs containing RAG2/GFP, while the other utilized a
knockin RAG2-GFP fusion protein strategy more similarkine IL-16 (Center et al., 2000). It remains to be seen if
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performed on a FACScalibur (Becton & Dickinson), and the datato the one used in our studies (Monroe et al., 1999; Yu
were analyzed with Flowjo software (Treestar, San Carlos, CA)et al., 1999). Direct comparisons have not been made
between these models, and we cannot be certain that
Reverse Transcriptase (RT)-PCR Analysis of Gene Expressionany of them reflect natural RAG gene expression in all
The mRNAs were isolated from 5000 of sorted cells using MicroPolyrespects. For example, we know that the initiation of
(A) Pure (Ambion, Austin, TX) and converted to cDNA with Moloneyendogenous RAG1 expression parallels fluorescence in
murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Gibco/BRL). The PCR
our mice, but the GFP protein may persist longer than was conducted using combination with ampli-Taq DNA polymerase
the native RAG1 protein in more differentiated lympho- (TaKaRa, Shiga, Japan) and TaqStart antibody (Clontech, Palo Alto,
cytes (Igarashi et al., 2001b; Nagaoka et al., 2000; Yu CA) at three different cycles to confirm that the reaction was in the
exponential phase. Anti-Taq antibody was inactivated by heating atet al., 1999). With that one caveat, we calculate that ELP
95C for 7 min prior to amplification carried out as follows: 15 s atrepresent less than 0.002% of the nucleated cells in
94C, 15 s at 55C, and 30 s at 72C. Primers used for PCR werebone marrow of normal mice. As discussed above, all
described elsewhere (Igarashi et al., 2001a; Li et al., 1993, 1996; Lin
progenitors with nearly equivalent capability may not be and Grosschedl, 1995; Medina et al., 2000, 2001; Traver et al., 2001).
GFP marked, so this could represent an underestimate. PCR products were resolved on 2% agarose gels and visualized by
ELP most likely give rise to an early pro-B/CLP category ethidium bromide staining.
of Lin c-kitLo progenitors that are more numerous.
Information about the properties of cells just at the Methylcellulose Culture
lymphoid/myeloid split should be helpful in understand- Two hundred cells of each sorted fraction were cultured in Iscove’s
MDM-based methylcellulose medium supplemented with 50 ng/mling when and how Notch, Wnt, and other cell contact
of rm SCF, 10 ng/ml of rm IL-3, 10 ng/ml of rh IL-6, and 3 units ofmediated stimuli can influence lineage choice decisions.
rh erythropoietin to support the growth of BFU-E, CFU-GM, andThis can be investigated by exposing highly enriched
CFU-GEMM (MethoCult GF 3434; StemCell Technologies, Vancou-
subsets of cells in culture to defined ligands. Also, gene ver, Canada). After 8 days, colonies were enumerated and classified
profiling of clearly resolved subsets of cells might re- according to shape and color.
solve nomenclature problems that have complicated
this field. For clarity, we restate that all of the experi- Cell Culture
ments described in this study were conducted with Details for stromal cell-free, serum-free culture of early lymphocyte
CD45R CD19 (Lin) bone marrow cells. Thus, they progenitors are described elsewhere (Kouro et al., 2001). In brief,
sorted cells were cultured with X-VIVO15 medium (Bio Whittaker,precede the fraction A and Pre-B1 cells characterized
Walkersville, MA) containing 1% detoxified bovine serum albuminin detail by other investigators (Li et al., 1996; Rolink et
(StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada), 2 mM L-glutamine,al., 2000). Since the Lin c-kitHi Sca-1Hi GFP fraction
5  105 M 2-mercaptoethanol, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 mg/ml
includes cells with DH-JH rearrangements, has little non- streptomycin. Recombinant m stem cell factor (20 ng/ml), rm Flk2/
lymphoid differentiation potential, and is functionally Flt3 ligand (100 ng/ml) (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN), rm IL-7 (1
less mature than early pro-B/CLP, we refer to them as ng/ml) (Endogen, Woburn, MA), and rm IL-15 (30 ng/ml) (Research
Diagnostics Inc., Flanders, NJ) were included to drive B and NKearly lymphocyte progenitors.
lymphoid lineage differentiation.
Experimental Procedures
Bone Marrow Cell Transplantation
Mice
F1 hybrid heterozygous RAG1/GFP knockin mice (CD45.1/45.2)
RAG1/GFP knockin mice (CD45.2 alloantigen) were described (Iga-
were used as donors. Each of four sorted populations of cells (1 
rashi et al., 2001b; Kuwata et al., 1999). The congenic strains of
103 ) was transferred intravenously into irradiated (500 rad) RAG1-
mice, C57BL/6SJL (CD45.1 alloantigen), and recombination activat-
deficient mice (CD45.2). Peripheral blood mononuclear cells, splen-
ing gene (RAG) 1-deficient mice (CD45.2 alloantigen) were pur-
ocytes, and thymocytes were harvested from these mice, and the
chased from The Jackson Labs (Bar Harbor, ME) and maintained
chimerism was analyzed by flow cytometry. Biotin-anti-CD45.1
in our laboratory animal facility. Mating RAG1/GFP knockin mice
(Ly5.1; A20) mAbs from Pharmingen were used in combination with
with C57BL/6SJL generated F1 hybrid RAG1/GFP knockin mice
streptavidin-RED613 (Gibco/BRL) to distinguish donor cells from
bearing both CD45.1 and CD45.2 alloantigens.
recipient cells.
Cell Sorting and Flow Cytometry
Bone marrow cells were harvested and enriched for lineage-nega- Ig Gene Rearrangement Assay
Highly purified cells from four bone marrow fractions were preparedtive cells by incubation with antibodies to lineage markers, anti-
Gr-1 (Ly-6G; RB6-8C5) and anti-CD11b/Mac-1 (M1/70) for myeloid by sorting. Each fraction of cells was resuspended in PCR lysis
buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 8.4], 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.5% NP-40,cells, anti-CD19 (1D3) and anti-CD45R/B220 (RA3/6B2) for B lineage
cells, and anti-Ter-119 for erythroid cells, followed by negative se- 0.5% Tween-20, and 40 g/ml proteinase K) at 500 cells/l and
incubated overnight at 50C. The proteinase K was inactivated bylection using the MACS cell separation system (Miltenyi Biotec,
Auburn, CA). These partially lineage-depleted cells were further incubation at 95C for 10 min, and 2 l of the DNA sample was used
directly for 50 l of PCR reaction described elsewhere (Medina etstained with phycoerythrin (PE)-anti-lineage markers (Gr-1, Mac-1,
CD2; LFA-2, CD3; 145-2C11, CD8a; 53-6.7, Ter-119, and CD45R) al., 2000). In order to compare the abundance of gene re-
arrangement, five times serial diluted DNA samples were amplified atand sorted to lineage-negative fractions on the MoFlo (Cytomation,
Ft. Collins, CO). Sorted cells were restained with PE-anti-Sca-1 anti- 35 cycles. Ten microliters of PCR reaction was then electrophoresed
through a 1.4% agarose gel in TAE buffer. The primers used werebody (Ly6A/E; E13-161.7), and biotin-anti-CD27 (LG.3A10) com-
bined with streptavidin R613 and APC-anti-c-kit (2B8), and then -actin (Hardy et al., 1991), DHL(5) and J3(3) to detect DH-JH re-
arrangement (Schlissel et al., 1991), and Mu0(5) and J1(3) to detectsorted into small populations with four parameters. APC-anti-
CD11b/Mac-1, PE-anti-CD19, PE-anti-pan-NK marker (DX5), PE- germline alleles (Schlissel et al., 1991). The sequence of primers are
as follows: -actin(5), GGTGTCATGGTAGGTATGGGT; -actin(3),anti-CD135 (Flk2/Flt3, Ly-72), PE-anti-CD4 (L3T4), biotin-anti-CD34
(RAM34), APC-anti-Thy-1.2 (53-2.1), APC-anti-TCR (H57-597), and CGCACAATCTCACGTTCAG; DHL(5), GGAATTCG(A or C)TTTTTGT
(C or G)AAGGGATCTACTACTGTG; J3(3), GTCTAGATTCTCACAAbiotin-anti-IL-7R (SB/199) were used for further flow cytometry
analysis. All mAbs, except for SB/199 that was established in our GAGTCCGATAGACCCTGG; Mu0(5), CCGCATGCCAAGGCTAGCC
TGAAAGATTACC; and J1(3), GGTCCCTGCGCCCCAGACA.laboratory, were purchased from Pharmingen. Flow cytometry was
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